care instructions
Acrylic Products
magbox™
magbox™ is designed for use with periodicals, brochures, and flyers.
To transport, place fingers inside the handle ports on the sides of the magbox™.
Use two hands at all times when transporting the magbox™.
DO NOT use the current issue divider to transport the magbox™.
DO NOT drop your magbox™. Drop damage is not covered under warranty.
magbrowz™
magbrowz™ is designed for use with board & picture books, Blu-rays, DVDs, CDs, and video games.
DO NOT transport the large magbrowz™ bin or tray with materials inside. Empty materials completely
before transporting the large magbrowz™ bins or trays.
To transport, place fingers inside the handle ports on the sides or carry from beneath.
Use two hands at all times when transporting the magbrowz™.
DO NOT drop your magbrowz™. Drop damage is not covered under warranty.
magstak™
magstak™ is designed for use with paperback & hardcover books, Blu-rays, DVDs, CDs, and video games.
Refer to assembly instructions and utilize binding posts and connector bolts between modules for
stability.
DO NOT transport the magstak™ modules with any materials inside or the base with modules on top.
Empty materials completely, remove any signage components, and disassemble before transporting. If
you have the modules fastened with connector bolts, remove them first (refer to assembly instructions
for guidance).
To transport, use two hands to grip the sides of the empty magstak™ modules.
Use only 32 lb paper for signage, to ensure proper fitting into the sign holder.
DO NOT drop your magstak™ modules. Drop damage is not covered under warranty.
cleaning
Clean with a damp soft cloth only. For major cleaning, use NOVUS No 1 cleaning solution.
DO NOT use window cleaning sprays, scouring tools, acetone, benzene, or lacquer thinner for cleaning.
Hairline fractures are normal occurrences. They do not affect functionality or product aesthetics and are
not covered under warranty.

Discovery™ Activity Tables
cleaning
Clean table surfaces with a damp soft cloth only.
For minor wood nicks and scrapes use fine grit sandpaper. Use wood filler for larger damage.
DO NOT use scouring tools, acetone, benzene, or lacquer thinner for cleaning.
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Tables: Maker, Kurve and Skware Collections
top / surface finishes
butcher block
cleaning
Clean with warm water and a damp soft cloth and work with the grain of the wood.
If necessary, a mild dish soap can be used and diluted vinegar can be used to disinfect. Rinse with
clear water using a clean, non-abrasive cotton cloth.

High pressure laminate with PVC edge
cleaning
Clean with water and a damp soft cloth.
Use a mild soap if desired, but avoid harsh cleaners. Rinse with clear water using a clean, nonabrasive cotton cloth.

Solid surface & quartz
cleaning
Clean with water and a damp soft cloth.
Use a mild soap if desired, but avoid harsh cleaners. Rinse with clear water using a clean, nonabrasive cotton cloth.

phenolic resin
cleaning
Clean with water and a damp soft cloth.
For light scratches and scuff marks, clean the area thoroughly with mild soap and water, then
apply a light coat of an oil based product (ie WD-40). This will bring back color of the surface.

base finishes
powder coated steel
cleaning
Clean with a damp soft cloth only.
Do not leave standing water near levelers/casters.
Use a mild soap if desired, but avoid harsh cleaners. Rinse with clear water using a clean, nonabrasive cotton cloth.

brushed stainless steel
cleaning
Clean with a damp soft cloth only.
Use stainless steel cleaner when necessary.
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